good to even a greater extent,and if the comparatively well give a little time and thought to the sufferings and misery of the sick, the latter will be helped materially, and will cheerfully bear their troubles, whilst the helpers, by finding a pleasant occupation, may soon become proof against all the horrors of mal de mer. It is ludicrous to see the envy of the sick as they watch the convalescent strutting along the deck of a steamer and equally funny to note "the strut" aforesaid, accompanied, as it is usually, by a bearing which would become no one so well as the Czar of all the Russias. Now the strutter would be much happier if he helped the envious sick, and as we have hinted, he might thus learn the best remedy for sea-sickiie*s. We have said enough, however, by way of generalisation, and must now settle down to facts. then, and in all these cases, and many others, to order a patient a sea voyage is to render a service to one, or possibly to two people. The patient may thus obtain exactly what he wants to effect a cure, and the doctor will certainly be rid of a troublesome case, not likely to do him credit, but quite the contrary, unless some such radical methods be resorted to. We are often amused at the advice given to troublesome patients, but the advice is as nothing compared with the prescriptions handed to them for use on a voyage. One is told to take this or that specific, and another to avoid all such poisonous follies. This man may eat abundance of meat providing it is "rare" on the principle that the more underdone it is the better antidote it will prove to seasickness.
Raw meat is never very appetising, but it is probably prescribed for a sea voyage on the principle that the less meat is eaten the better it will be for the squeamish voyager. it to be allowed to continue, having regard to the fact that the hardships of the system are appalling when compared with the admitted evils attaching to the methods of conducting tramway and other businesses, until public opinion stepped in and alleviated them ? let here we have frightful human misery prevailing on board the "Greyhounds of the Ocean," that is some of the finest steamers afloat, which still present the ludicrous aspect of hundreds of passengers who have paid heavy fares for indifferent treatment, calmly submitting to be deprived of adequate service, and to pay a heavy additional tax in gratuities for it, because the shipowner fails to fulfil his plain duty to the staff he employs, and without whose faithful service his enormous profits could not be earned.
